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Fairy tail vs one piece unblocked

8/10 - 77932 votes Played 10 071 709 times No rest for Fairy Tail and One Piece heroes who are back in a new version 1.1 of this excellent combat game. 2 new characters complete an already large cast (25 characters in total). First, the quirky Donquixote Doflamingo (One Piece) joins the fight with his warm pink feather coat. He was previously one of the
Shichibukai and the most influential underworld broker under the pseudonym Joker. The game also includes Makarov Dreyar (Fairy Tail), his little grandfather, several times Guild Master of the Fairy Tail Guild and one of the Ten Holy Wizards. Menu screenshot: Z/S: Up/Down A/D: Left/Right J: Select Game Controls: A/D: Left/Right S: Defense J: Attack U:
Distance attack K: Jump L: Dash I: Special attack See also: Fairy Tail Vs One Piece 2.0 (Release Date: July 7, 2018) Comments Play Fairy Tail Vs One Piece 2.3 Fairy Tail Vs One Piece 2.3, the legend continues where it left off. Find your favorite hero and find the person you want to fight with and show off all your skills. More than 20 hero characters meet
you with the latest update. The magic of the One Piece world is waiting for you. Have fun. 14 votes, 4.1/5 Played 13646 Fairy Tail Vs One Piece 1.2 Fairy Tail Vs One Piece 1.2 continues the adventure, one of the must-have games for combat game lovers, Tail Fairy Vs One Piece invites its fans with a new version of adventure fighting game. Have fun...
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